Seeing Through the Eye of Ra: Dream
by David Michael, info@glentivar.org
The Dream
While I slept the night of March 12th, 2012, I had a dream of a future encounter with
Ra. The event was only mere seconds in length – just a glimpse. I was watching myself
sometime in the future from a hovering position just over the
left shoulder of Ra. In this dream I could see myself sometime
in the future.
I could see the expression of my face as I lifted my head
and saw Ra. I observed my future self exclaim in surprise, “Ra!”
My present self (spirit-soul) was watching over the left shoulder
of Ra through a portal or eye into the future. I never saw Ra's
face but did see the back side of his head and shoulders.
I then awakened and was taught the meaning.
The portal into the future through which I was looking was
the eye of Ra, disk of Ra or in reality a round energy orb.
It appeared to have a telepathic bond with the mind of Ra.
It seemed to be more creature than technology in origin.
Egyptian Glyphs
It is often depicted in Egyptian glyphs as the falcon
or an orb/disk with wings or an orb with rays of energy
pointing to man and is associated with blessing and the
winds. I was aware that it chose with whom it would serve
and could not be controlled. The bond was an alliance of
friendship.
I was also made aware that this 'Orb' species were
many in number and were collectively connected where
they were fully linked telepathically with other Orbs and all decisions were made in unity. It
was not bound by time but could see into the past, present and future.
It had the nature of a benevolent teacher and guide for those whom it befriended. It
was clear that the eye of Ra is not Ra's physical eye but is this very advanced Orb creature
that serves Ra in providing interdimensional vision and guidance.
It dawned on me that this creature has similar characteristics to the Holy Spirit of the
Bible but is not the Holy Spirit of the Bible. In the case of the Holy Spirit, this creature is only
in the service of the creator of all creators named YHWH.

